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Friday's issue of The Daily
Collegian incorrectly stated
in its article on the con-
stitutional convention that the
first item to be discussed at
the convention's next meeting
is voting specifications. The
sentence should read: "The
consensus at last night's
meeting was that voting
specifications were to be the
fourth• item discussed at the
next meeting." The first item
on the agenda will be a
"proclamation of legiti-
macy."
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About 8,000 students filled
out ballots Wednesday and
Thursday, and a preliminary
review showed a wide
majority in favor of retaining
the term system, Kaplan
said.

Results of last week's
Academic Assembly
referendum (or the calendar
cc ill mil be available until
early Winter Term. according RECYCLE THIS PAPER
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If you qualify as a plasma donor, you will be
making a significant contribution in fighting such
dread problems as child birth diseases, leukemia,
hemophilia, etc.

Latest scientific developments permit donations every week
wittiput weakness or special diet or after effects.

* SERA TEC BIOLOGICALS
120 SOUTH ALLEN STREET (REAR) / STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801

. GROUP A, GROUP B, GROUP AB AND GROUP 0 ARE NEEDED IN THIS
)CONTINUOUS PROGRAM, CONDUCTED WITH COMPLETESAFETY.
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Accu-Weather forecasts
from Happy Valley house

By JOHN MITCHELL
Collegian Staff Writer

"Sunny today and hot tomale" might be the weather
forecast heard in Mexico City this awning, and surprisingly,
that forecast relay have been formulated by Accu-Weather in
State College.

time at Accu-Weather. He has been interested in following the
weather and forecasting since high school. When he arrived at
Penn State, he wanted to get some experience in thefield.

"I heard of Accu-Weather on KYW-radio in Philadelphia,
and I was curious when I heard the guys giving weather
discussionson the air. I contacted Dr. Meyers when I got here,
and he gave me a chance to work at Accu-Weather.Accu-Weather is a private weather forecast service owned

and operated.in State College by Joel MyerS. part-time lec-
turer in meteorology at the University.

The service forecasts weather for city governments, private
companies, ski areas, and for radio and television.

"I plot weather maps. phone in forecasts, and do a little
forecasting which is overseen by the professional forecasters
here," Brody said.

In the last several years, the service has grown to include 17
radio and television stations, mostly in the "middle-Atlantic
region.

Although Mexico City is not one of the 190clients served by
Accu-Weather, its distance from State College is not the
reason. Accu-Weather can forecast weather for any location
in the country sfrOm its unassuming location in a house at 622
W. College Avenue.

Although Accu-Weather gets its fame from its customers in
the broadcast media, the major part of its business comes
from service to city geyernments and municipalities. The
firm is especially busy in the winter months forecasting snow.
Abrams said.

• .According to Accu-Weather meteorologist Elliot -Abrams,
high speed teletype machines and a facsimile machine bring
weather information from around the country to Accu-
Weather's office, which consists of several rooms on the first
floor. The "facs" machine produces 128 weather maps daily
and is provided by the National Weather Service, Abrams
said.

Municipalities may pay thousands of dollars per hour for
snow removal operations in theft. jurisdiction, Abrams said
Precise forecasting of when the snow will start, how long it
will fall, and how much will fall is important when deciding
whether snow crews should be_gin salting the roads or
plowing, he added.Myers started the service in 1963 when a local gas company

and a ski area wanted more specific weather forecasts than
the National Weather Service could offer.

"We don't claim to be more accurate than the National
Weather Service, but we tailor our service to our clients'
needs," Abrams said.

Accu-Weather forecasts for practically all the major ski
areas in the North and Northeast part of the country. Abram:,
said. He said the ski areas need precise temperature forecasts
as well as other information to be used in deciding what type
of maintenance is required to keep the slopes in good con-
dition.Frank Brody (4th-meteorology) currently is employed part-

100 DATSUNS NOW IN STOCK
LEITZINGER'S

"The House of Quality Imports"
OFFER THEIR OWN
FREE SERVICE

ON 1974 DATSUN 610, 710 CARS & TRUCKS!

FREE
600 Mile Service

4000 Mile Service
8000 Mile Service
12000 Mile Service

FREE
Burned out

Lights Replaced
Worn Wipers Replaced

Pa.. Inspection
Anything Not Covered
By Factory Warranty

Your Service

FREE
For 1 Year or 12,000 Miles

INCLUDES ALL
PARTS, LABOR,

OILS

Conditions: All Work Must Be Done, By Leitzinger Imports
Tires are Excluded - Accident Repairs are Excluded

LEITZINGER IMPORTS. INC.
3220 W; College Ave. at Whitehall Road

238-2448


